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How This Film Was Made
,-

,

Background
We began talking about doing this.film together in January of 1979. Pat-
rick Sullisan had previously made two films on historical subjects. The
Shaker Legacy and At The Sign of the Sun. The Tavern tn Colonial Amer-
ica. Earl Seidman, was interested in qualitatise research in response to
the dOminancx in education of quantitatilie research based on behasioral
assumptions. We were, scheduled to co-teach a graduate seminar in the fall
of 1979 on "Critical Issues in Community College Teaching," a course in
our School of Education's graduate program for community college teach-
ers and administratbrs.
We merged pjanning for the course with discussidns about producing a

\ film together based on intersiewing community college teachers about their
work. We thought that such a film could explore the comrilexities of .

teaching and working in community colleges and proside a sehide for dis-
cussion more useful for community college educators than a "how to do
it" film about teaching in the community college.. .

In the spring of 1979 we applied to the Exxon Education Foundation for
a.grant that would support extensise in-depth interviews with community
college faculty, cover the expense of having those interviews transcribed,
and allow us to do the photographic work which would create a sisual cor-
relätive to the words of our participants,in the film. Exxon approved our
grant application in June- 1979.

During that summer we conducted pilot inters iews with three coMmunity
college faculty who had been at Amherst College as participants in a year
of study sponsored by the National Endowment for the Humaniues. These
pilot intentews helped us clarify the way we talked about our poject and1vgas,,,e us oxperience working tog ei, as team intersieviers. In addition, the
three participants provided us ,:v useful feedback about the potential in-
terest in the type of film we envilonecl.ând gave us a presiew of the issues
in the work of l. ommCmity college teachers'which we would meet in later
interviews.

Participants in the Study
In the fall of 1979 we began the process of cont'acting potential partici-
pants for our interviews. Through a N artety of contacts, we gained access
to faculty in a range of community colleges across Massachusetts. Our in-
tent was not to study any one particular community college but rather the
work of faculty and selected staff in a range of community colleges. For

,. tfiree months we s kited different community colleges. Some were situated
in small towns. Others were in suburbs of large metropolitan areas. ,.3ome
were in the center of complex urban %ett.ings.

In those initial N isits we met either with small groups of faculty and staff
or with individuals. We explained who we were, what our project wa".s, and
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the nature of the interviewing we imended to do:The faculty'we met in
these visits were cordial and cooperative, and reasonably cautious about

..- our proposed interdews.'Along with discussing our project': we asked fac-
ulty and staff at these meetings to tell us about what their,po,sitions were,
the subjects.they taught, how long they had been at their college. From the
beginning our goal vaslo include in our research and film faculty who
taught in academic and vocational areas, faculty who were Black, faculty
who were Hispanic, staff who directly worked with students as counselors
or mstructional resource specialists, and a balance between men and
women. .

As a result of our contact visits, twenty-two faculty and staff from six
different community colleges in Massachusetts agreed to participate in our
interviews. In addition we interviewed one person who had a long career in
community colleges in Chicago add another with extensive experienee
teaching in the Cahfornia community gollege`System. Furthermore, a direct
result -of one of the pilot interviews of the previous summer was our deci-
sion to include in our study a small but sigilificant number of students to
provide a "mirror" of our faculty interviews. A graduate student in our
community college seminar, Mary Ellen Kelly, herself a graduate of a
community college, contacted and interviewed six community college stu,
dents'as part.of an inslependedt study project with us. lier interviews,.
proved to be very important to our research.

The Interviews .

From early December 1979 to August 1980 we conducted in-depth inter-'
views with our participants. Almost every Friday during the apdemic year,
we drove.to different community colleges ana interviewed three or four
participants. We scheduled three separate ninety-miny,te interviews with
each participant, usually a week apart. We conducted the first two inter-
views at the participant's community college, either in his Ur her office or
in another room with more privacy and freedom from interruption. When-
ever possible, we conducted the third interview In the.; participant's house

. .
or apartment. ,

.
The first interview focused on the participants' past.. We asked them to

reconstruct experiences in their lives that led tb their present position in the
community\collegeWe were interesfed in learning about their parbnts,
their childhood, their early schdoling, their own college education, and
their prior work experience. The second interview ,focused on the present.
We asked partiopants to reconstruct the details of their work in their com-.
mina), colleges. We were interested in what their days were like, how they
spent their time and energy in as concrete terms as possible. We asked
them to tell us stories about their v.ork, to tell us how they talked about
their work wiTh people close to them, to take us through a day in their
work. In the third interview We asked our participants to reflect on the
meaning of their work to them. We asked them how they made sense of
their work, given tidy., they had come to it and what it was like for them
to do their work. ... . '

Although there was a focus for each interview, the interview technique we
used was open-ended. We,did not have set questiOns to which we were
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seekmg answers. Rather we wanted them to reconstruct their experiences.
The interview process worked best when we listened, a great deal and asked
questions only when we did not understand something or who we wanted.
more information or concrete detail about a topic. Occasionally we shared
with our participants our own experieetes which seemed connected to what
they were telling us. We stressed that we were not interested in personal-
ities or the specific politics of the college, and that there were no "right
answers" toour questions. Some ofour participants were apprehensive at
the beginning of the interviews. Underlying the apprehension for some

were issues of equity and potential vulneraglity. Yet, over the du-ration of
the three interviews, we were able to develop a reasonable 'Amount of trust

with our participants.
The rights of our participants were described in a written consent form

which each of them and we ourselves signed before the interviews actually
began. The form indicated how the material from their interViews would
be used, insured their right to withdraw from the process at any time (one

of our twenty-four faculty participants did) and clarified their right to ask
us not to use particular excerpts from their interviews (one participant ex-
ercised that right). -

Each interview was audiotaiied. We used a stereorecorder with two mic-
rophones and high quality audiotapes. We sacrificed unobtrusiveness to as-

sure the best aildio quality since portions of the tapes would ultimately be-
come the sound track of the film. On the whole, our participants either re-
laxed in the presence of the tape recorder or their consciousness of it was
reasonable check on what they were willing to share with us,
9ch interview was transcribed skillfully by lievis duBois, later assisted by

Rose DeLaurier and Ellen Minsky. The three interviews with the twenty-
nine faculty, staff and students provided us with.over three thousand do -
ble spaced pages of transcripts'which we studied during the summer and
fall of 1980. In our first reading we marked passages which were of intrinf
sic significance in each of the transcripts. From that marking we con-
structed an edited version of each interview. We then reread all the edited
transcripts to indicate passages that might be used inthefilm.

Film Production
One problem of composing a narra tive for the film from the edited trans-
cripts was that a thirty-minute film could have a script of only about four-
teen pages. As a first step we began to construct profiles of some of our
participants. We wove together from the edited version of their transcripts
excerpts which presented a cohesive picture of how the participants came
to their community college, what their work was, and the meanirrg they
made of their work.' Our production assistant, Ellen Minsky, then an un-
dergraduate at Smith Collegejoing independent study with us through the
Five College consortium, resourcefully assisted us in each step of this proc-

ess.
As we continued Lomposing these portraits and editing the transcripts, we

began to see Lonnections among what our different participants told us in
their interviews. We also related whdt our individual participants had told

I
us tO what we were (earning from our interviewing, our readings, and our,
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teaching. We began to look at teaching and learning in the comniunity col-
lege within the ideological context of our wciety. We started to pay atten-
tion to issues of socationalism and liberal arts in community colleges as
those issues reflected a much wider cultural, social and intellectual tension.
The experience.of women and minorities in community colleges drew our
attention because their expenences.were indicatise of bsues of power and
opportunity central to the mission of community colleges. Finally, we fo-
cused on the organizational context of community colleges. We Began to
see relationships between our participants' day-to-day expenence and .their
description of the hierarchical context within which they worked. (Some of
the readings which came to inform our slew of the social and organiza-
tional context of community.colleges are listed in the Afterwori.1.)
From the beginning of our.work on this film, we wanted it to promote

discussion among community college faculty about community colleges
and what it was like to work in them. A sisit to the headquarters of the
American Association of Junior and Community Colleges in the spnng of
1980 Made us aware of the tension thqse within community colleges might
feel toward uniserso-based researchers who study community colleges
from the outside. This visit reinforced our belief that, if sse were to pro-
duce a film tliat would be listened to and discussed by those within com-
munity colleges1 e film should be constructed entirdy from the words of
those who teach, work, and study in the colleges themselves.
After completing the editing of Our transcripts, we produced the initial

script. We wose together excerpts from our participants' experience in the
areas of pedagogy, the tension between socationalism and the liberal arts,
perceptions of the social context of community colleges, senses of power
and opportunity within the colleges, and reflections on the meaning of
their experience. The script was composed solely of thp words of our liar-
ticipants. .
By the spring of 1981 we were now ready to deselop a slide-tape sermon

of the film. During the days of interviewing Sullivan had taken 35mm
photographs of our participants as we talkpd lo'them before and after our
interviews. He had also taken more general location photography in the
college settings. In addition, Sullisan had taken his advanced media pro-
duction classon a field assignment to a nealV community college. That
Nisit not only produced sisual material which eventually was used in the
film but also alerted us to some of the complexities involved in trying to

' make an educational institution come alive visually.
After the first script had been composed,we returned to iome of the par-

ticipants for photographs which might be better "synchronized" with their
Woids. We also asked Paul Shoul, Kit Cassidy, and Ronald Dockery to
take on specific locatton assignments vvhich they carried out-with sensitis-
ity to both our goals and to the participants they were photographing.
With the pool of pictures we had, the new ones coming in, and the script
we had composed, we produced the first slide-tape version of the film.
Ellen Minsky dubbed the excerpts from the intersiess tapes, to a master
reel-to-reel tape which became our initial soundtrack.
That slide-tape went through successise drafts as we showed our work to

informal audiences of colleagues, friends, and community college faculty
6
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and staff. Each showing with an audience offered us new perspectives on
what we were accOmplishing and not accomplishing with our work. The
need for additional photography gs well as further editing of the script be-

' came clear. We reluctantly left out good material that our screenings re-
vealed would work better as part of future writing we intended to do.
We decided that the rhythm and movement of the film would be en-

_hanced by appropriate music. After preliminary experimentation with ex-
cerpts from classical recordjngs, we asked Clyde Criner, an accomplished
pianist who was at that time a doctoral candidate in the School of Educa-
tion (he has since completed his degree), to compose and perform original
music for the film. He watched the slide-tape version a number of times
and then, working tilosely with Sullivan, composed and performed the mu-'
sic, which was later mixed with the narrative track. The final sound track
for the film was dubbed and edited by Sheldon Katzman, Operations Su-
pervisor of WFCR-FM, National Public Radio's Amherst affiliate.
We screened the final version of the slide-tapett-October 1981. We then

began the process of "storyboarding" the transposition of the slide-tape
version to 16mm film using the medium of still cinematography. We stud-
ied each slide to determine what kind of rnOement it deserved, where to
focus, how to link it with the next slide. At the end of October we took
the final sound track and the 35mm slides to Animated Productions Inc.
in New York City. We spent a day going over our storyboarding with Al
Stahl, who had worked with Sullivan on his two earlier' films. Each slide
was coordinated frame by frame with the sound track to produce a cin-
ematic visual correlative of the narration and music. Three weeks later
Stahl sent us the first film version. We videotaped the film so that we
could stop, start, and play back as we reviewed how our storyboarding
had materialized on film. We made a number of minor changes and sent
this version back to Stahl for final production.
After viewing the slide-tape prsion and studying individual photographs,

Karen Chrisman of the University of Massachusetts Publications Office
designed a flyer, announcing the film's availability. She also designed and
oversaw the production of this booklet.
The passages that are finally in the film are'ohly a small portion ofwhat

our participants shared with us. After We had composed the script for the
filth., we went back to each of the participants who were to be in the film
and,asked them to review what we had selected from their interviews and
how we had edited that selection to assure ourselves and them that the eX-.
cerpts we used were fair and true to the larger interview .. it is with appreci-
ation of the work of all our participants in /he community colleges and
their cooperation with us'in the interviewing process that we present the
script of our film. In Their Own Words.- Working in the Community Col-
lege.
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The Script of
.

"In Their Own Words:
Working in the Community College"

,
t

We have indiCated with an ellipsis where we have edited words of the par-
ticipants within their particular passages. In some instances the ellipsis in-
dicates where passages from different sections of the interviews have bean
connected. In addition we have edited out repetitions and pauses that oc-
curred in the interviews but which are omitted from the film for the sake
of audibility and economy. We have indicated by italic typeface when a
student is speaking and regular typeface when faculty and staff members
are speaking.

If,you take the right courses at a community college, .. . you can get as
good an education for the first two years of college as you can get .. .

really can.

I'd rather be at a community college than any other kind of educational
institution.

That's when you get it tire most. Right out of high school. That'.s Is'hen
you really get that type of attitude . . . community college, that's Just like
high .school, grades 13 and 14 that's what they called it.

Most of the people who think of community colleges at the bottom are
people who don't realize the uniqueness of the community college as an in-
stitution that crosses all sections of society, ... something geographically

,convenient and inexpensive.

1 had been out of school for nine years, and . . . 1 realized that 1 cZuldn't
depend on nobody, 1 was really on my own. Now it is up to me to do
.something for-myself and for InY kids.

If pne were to compare teaching here versus teaching other places, I like
teaching here better than I have liked teaching anywhere else. ... I have a
very good idea of what they are going to catch fast and what they are not
going to catch fast . .. you have to be a better teacher here I thinl than
you do some other places. .

.
I like to teach here, I like the students, I like the classroom situation. . . .,

'I 'give them only one type of test, that's an essay test. I don't believe in the
so-called objective test. First of all because they are not objective. Second-
ly, because they create a lot of confusion.. .. I get a lot of complaints,
because they are trained, or schooled, to play around with letters and
numbers. --

You meet so many different people... . This morning, a woman comes in
who's probably 65 years old. And she's doing her first research paper... .
This is her first time back to school since she was in high school. She got

8



out of high school, married, and had kids, has grandchildren. . . . She de-
cided it was time for her to do her thing. First Semester freshman.

Most of usiseem to think that we stand in the gatehouse to knowledge and
that the students do not come to understanding and knowledge except
through us. .. . There is a good deal of humor in it, even from the stand-
point of the teacher versus the student. I mean, that dichotomy alone is, I
think, a humorous situation.

You could talk to them you didn't have to feel like yot; couldn't say
how you were really feeling. If you didn't like something, you could chal-
lenge them. They listened 10T students because students were Important to
them. It was almost like an exchange of learning.

Half the time I say well, damn it, look. Here it is, this is what the degree
from the college means, that you have achieved certain specific things and
you achieve them or you don't, and I give you a grade and that indicates
it and that's that. The other half the time I think here's her ' this per-
son, the hell with the standards and grades and the significance o he de-
gree and so on, it's the individual student whose personal growth; f fill-

ment, is the only thing that's really important. So I am constantly tor be-

tween those two positions.

I had a colleague, for instance, he would give them a virtual outline of the
book. He believed that that was a distinctive kind of thing about the jun-
ior college, that somehow you've got to baby the kids.along. I don't be-
lieve that. And I find it hard to distinguish or to single out any specific re-
spect in which a community college teacher should be a different kind of
teacher or a different kind of human being than a university teacher.

It's just that being in an occupational program, .. . I don't think those in-
volved in traditional education view the occupational pro%ams as being
equivalent to what they are engaged in. . . . You know, h. her education
even to me as a youngster meant more than an occupational program. I'm
sure when I thought about higher education I thought of tile liberal arts
education, I think, rather than an occupational progra7.

What is happening noW is that community colleges are,moving towardsvo-
cational education, which means a lot of our students, then, will be
tracked into these positions. . . . This has been theA)roblem throughout
history, the issue qf industrial education or liberal 'arts education, begin-
ning from Da Bois and Booker T. Washington. Itifhas not been resolved.
. . . I'm not putting down the development of syills, I mean, the develop-
ment of.skills are the business of survival. But there's also the personal
sense of existence, of who you are is a human being.

It's not true that kids who are very poor, whether they are white or black,
that they.are somehow not intellectual, not interested in things intellectual.
. . . I don't object to vocation connecting up vocation with higher edu-
cation. . . . If somebody wants to go into nursing . . . a part of their pro-

,gram muse be a consideration of the role of medicine in modern life, . . .
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the economics of it, the history of medicine. . . . In other words, it's not
occupationalism as such, but what kind of oLcupations, and what context
you put them in. . . . I want a more complete conception of education.

I have a lot of feeling for the liberal arts. I believe in the liberal arts, I de-
fend them. . . . Somebody confronted me today, the student said, "But I
want to go to work, I am poor, I am unemployed." And I understand
that very easily. But keep in mind that if we really want to be independent
and participate in the whole political process in this country, we are not
going to be able to achieve that working in a factory.

It was a different time, it was a time when I guess we felt that we could
have an impact on society. . . . That was, I thought, Kennedy's legacy:
there is no problem that is not Lreated by humans and therefore cannot be
solved by humans. . . . Martin Luther King wasisaying that he could have
an impact, non-violence could haveian impact on civil rights.

.41\Couldn't Lome to school, my husband died. Couldn't mile to school, y

baby's in the hospital.. . . They wouldn't let me off work, . . I was in
the hospital with a heart infection. Something of that magnitude isn't con-
stant, but the kinds of things that happen in this community are just
incredible, and the kind of suffering, really, that a lot of people have to
put up with, is just overwhelming.

I don't reLognize a spot in this country that you don't have any type of ra-
Lial problems or racial Lonsiderations and that really gets into your system,
the racial situation going on and Oh and on everyday.

It's very hard to sit and work %vial somebody on how you read a textbook
Lhapter and why they didn't get anything out of what they read the other
night when they tell you . . . the heat was turned off, or they didn't have
any food for supper, and that's bothering them. And you try to say,
"Okay, now read this paragraph and tell me what it's about." It seems
ludicrous, and at some point we try to draw the line and say, "Okay, you
have these problems and there's a time and place to deal with thein, let's -

deal with this now." And even though you say it, and the person realizes
what you're saying, it must be hard to do.

A lot of our students just cannot come to class everyday. They have chil-
dren, they're the only person that can take care of them. When the chil-
dren get sick they have to stay home. A lot of them work.

leslerday I gm honw so lired, because I had an exam al nine o'clock in
ihe inorning. . . . I had courses one righl afier ihe other, I gin home ex-
hausied. . . . I came up and made dinner and I gave Jo them. Then I
we'll and look a'nap because I had 10 conlinue my sludies laler on. . . .

14 hen I woke up, all ilw lights were lurned vif, and ihey were each sluing
in a differeni sofa, Jusi looking al me. . . . I All so guilly Somelinto
I fear Mai inaybe I am'hurling them. While I am doing something good ai
ihe.dne lime I am doing something bad 10 them. I don'i know, d's sori
of like confirm of emolions inside of me.

10
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When I first came here there were tv,o coUnsellors for the whole school,
two librarians for the whore school, four deans; one president, eight secre-
taries, and that was it. And the faculty did everything. We counselled stu-
dents, . . . we were _just involved in a whole mesh of things.. . . There's
far mote structure now, and it's compartmentalized and pigeon-holed job
descriptions a lot more, and made it harder to function as a team,

We lost something, unfortunatelyrhere when we lost our old big gang- .

group offices and ere moved into these beautiful, but I refer to them as
dentist offices, all we need is the music in the background, each of us hav-
ing our own little cell. 1

It-was ternble, a lot of it was te'rrible. Sitting in a roan of these meetings
for hours saying nothing. Nothing was ever done. It was just a lot of edu-
cational jargon, things Lalled behavioral objectives and biting the bullet,
and I don't know what the hell. . .. And those phrases repeated every Fri-
day again and again and ag . In fact, there as one meeting in which I
sat there for a hour and a hal d knew tha I hadn't understood one
sentenLe that was said the whole Itour and a h If. And I really started to
think that I was losing my mind. &nd I walkjd out of the office and this
guy, he grabbed me by the shoulder anj.ihis saved my sanity forever
he looked at me'and said, "Did you rstand one damn thing that was
said in there?" I said, 'Whew, what a relief, I thought it was me."

When you ask me what my day is like, it's a continual uphill battle. There
were absolutely no stipulations for twelve months 'Oofessional staff. .. . I

am constantly dealing with morale problems... . Tenure is given less and.

less even To faculty members. . . . The twelve month skills specthlist is a
different kind.of animal. . . . Counselors have always existed, and librar-
ians have always existed, but skills people like ourselves have not.

Counselors are among the lowest level professionals atthe college, and
we've become the real work horses. . . . I like to feel that I work hard,
and that that work is going to lead to some kind of recognition, some kind
of ue.ward mobility. It is frustrating to always find yodrself that after all
your effons, after all your hard work, -afterall your conscientiousness',

you're still at the bottom oF.the totem pole.

When I first became an LRC Director, the pressure was great, . . . Atide
from the whole race issue, there were ver'y few women. , . . In general, it's
a battle, it's a battle. . .1 But, whether they like it or not, I'm out there.

I am really not reg.irded as a'person with power. . . . Even though I was
wing chairman lastiyear . . . the dean of the faculty and the president of
the Lollege,'nyther one of those men camc to me about any of the three
people who were up for promotion, . . I think sit's so indicative of the .at-
ntude towards women, where they'll put a woman in power or in a posi-
tion of power, but then they won't regard her in thaiway. So, here, the

outer trapping, they fulfilled the affirmative action guidelines, and yet in
reality they don't really regard women in that way; they don treat them
in t>at way.
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You see, one of the interesting things about affirmative action, one of the
things abont affirmative action is you can follow all the rules and you cau

"stdl find ways of discriminatmg. . . . I don't think a lot of people realize
that.

Where does it lead? What is the next step? When I'm out.5inning I am
saying well, okay, that's my job at the college, to Ilejp students achieve
their career ambitions. What is the ..ollege experience going to do for me?
And that is a big question: What is the next step?' The next step, to me,
it's not so apparent.

When we got our firschouse we were poor . . . an4fe could only afford
a very modest home, where Ole Jot sizes were smal,, wherethere were a lot
of blue-collar people, there were very few professional people on the
street. The high school drop-out who works as a full time painter tacit to
think the community college teacher is pretty great. . . . We moved from
one neighborhood td another in the same town, three years ago, and we
pick0, up a whol'new set of friends.. .. Most of the people are either
collegemrofessors or they're director of data processing here or editor of
this or t-he machinist superv'isor at some big company.. . . And some of

, the comments that they make give me the impression they think comMuni-,,
.ty c011ege teachers are beneath them. . . . And I think a lot of people say
that cdmmumty is wonderful, and it is a W onderful job that you're

doing on Me surfav.e, but then they sa), little things or subtle hints come
out.

When I bought the house here I said one of my real things that I believed
could happen was that.1 could Stay and-dgote myself to becoming
ne of those things called the senior faculty member . . . who aids in the
planning of the school, one of the ones that makes sure the school,gbes in
the direction it should sd;

the cfrOp-out, the kid who just simply disappears . . . that is more
than just a personalthing with me, its an insfitutIonal problem, particu-
larly at the community colleges. . I have seen a lot of those kids come
back in subsequent years,:but . I don't know how.many countless thOu-
sands of faces are ju5t 'lost in the midst. Some kid sits in the back Of the
room for a month, and then that's it, you don't see him apymore. And
you Ivonder what did he go away With, what did I do for him.

Oqe of the options open to nie is to move up In administrationi. . , I ,
ke6p thinking through in my Mind, what I really enjoy doing, and I enjoy
teaching very much. I cion't enjoy administrating too much. . . . Maybe
it's just because I can't live with the high amounts of frustration that ad-
ministration involves, that problems can't be resohed, that there is no fair
way to solve this situation. There are very few things that I now experieme
in tearku where I ever really feel a failure. : . If a kid was alAent and
was in the hospital, I know how to set up male-up tests for him, I knom,
how to tutor him, I kntw hdw.to get him back to where (le needs to be
matheMatically. . . . So klive with a lot of successes in teaching.
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The next position I see myself going into would be director of something

qr assistant director or some kind of manager. I care enotigh to make a

difference, I feel as an individual I can-be effectivexilan make things -
happen, I can make things change., . . On the other hand, there are these
feelings that bother me a VA . . . the ciimmunity college doesn't really

question the basic.premises of the way the society is set tip. It doesn't do

that much to change the way things are basically. I don't know what could

be in this society, to tell you the truth. This is one of the most conserva-
tive societies in the world, tends to swallow people up into its influen.ce

rather than teach people how to critique it, how to examine it.

The blatant racism, and the political stuff and all really gets your 'adrena-
line flowing, and yclu want to make it bettec, you want to rectify things.

. . I still want to change the world, like people did in the 60's, but I've
mellowed in that family, marriage and other responsibilities have put a

note of realism into the optimistic chord. You've got two notes of op-

timism and one note of realism, and so maybe sometimes a discord.

In a very strong way, the community college helped get me-to the point

am now. Without it, I don't know if I would be able to be feeling as good

abourmyself as I am. . . . It started a more positive way of thi king,_. . .

to use rny mind, to explore different areas ,of knowledge. And it

slopped since.

But there's always sort of a nagging in the back,of your mind, okay, this

person's goillg to get out of here and what the hell's he.gonna do? Some

gf our students do very welLsome of thy former students are making

more money than I am. For a lot of them, though, you just know they're

going to struggle through here, . . . and they're not going anywhere:

They're just not going any,whew.

I think I was too amorphous before where everything that happened dur-

ing the day or in the elgsTOom would affect me. I think now, . it's a.

much more solid me than I had before. . . . I still work a great deal, but

I don't know how to explain it it's like I know where my skeleton is

now, I can feel where my body begins and ends, where my limits are. I-am

not just some chalk figure.

There's going to be more poverty than Wealth, and if I can get a good

education and I can work, then I will be able to afford what my children

need. . . . I guess when you go through all tlys-hassle of going to school

. . it's because you think of the future, keinise you want to do better for

the future than what you are doing up to now. I guess that most of the

people that go to school are thinking of the future. . . I want to know

how far can I go? want to know how good can I do, . . . I want to

know if I can really go all the wyy up to the top. . . Every morning, al-

most every mormhg, almost every morning, I get up and on my way here,

I take the ba and I was thinking, "Gee I'm happy, I'm happy I'm doing

swit, Pm going through with it."
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Take like Su'riday at graduation, v.here after it's over several of the stu-
dents will come and make sure that they IN.Ing their mother and father,
and they want you to meet their mother and father and they want you to
talk.

1 would just sit in the audience, and then 1 would go out and talk to stu-
dents and their parents... . 1 used to enjOy it greatly. Many of the
parents reminded me.of my own pa,rents. ... 1 am looking at a society ,

that we live in whicli is an unjust, racist society.... Our world is not any-
where near the world that human beings Lan make for themsthes, for
other hurnan beings. I want them to change that world.

.1.
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A ftgrword

Our work on this film over the last two and one-half years was informed

by our teaching and a wide range of reading. To Professor Hartley Pfeil
and the members of our graduate seminar on "Critical Issues of Commu-

nity College Teaching" at Greenfield Community College, Greenfield,
Massachusetts, to the members-of our seminar at Mount Wachusett Com-

munity College, Gardner, Massachusetts, and to our students in our on-

campus seminar "Interviewing: Introduction to Qualitative Research in
Education," we express our appreciation.
The work of Professors Kenneth M. Dolbeare and David F. Schuman,

nov/ represented in Schuman's book Policy Analysis, Education, and
Every,lay Life (Lexington, Mass. & Toronto: D. C. Heath, 1982) provided

an important framework and set of insights for our work.
Some of the readings we found most influential as we did our research

were:
Alexander deTocqueville, Democracy in America. 2 vols. translated by

Henry Reeve. New York: Schocken Books, 1961.

Rosabeth Moss Kanter, Men and Women of the Corporation. New York:

Basic Books, 1977.
Howard London, The Culture of the Community College. New York:

Praeger Publishers, 1978.
Richard Sennett and Jonathan Cobb, The Hidden Injuries of Class. New

York: Vintage Books, 1973.
Alfred Schutz, The Phenomenology of The Social World, Translated by

George Walsh and Frederick Lehnert. Evanston, Ill.: Northeastern Uni-

versity Press, 1967.
Studs Terkel; Working. New York: Avon Books, 1975.

Our work for the film under the grant from the Exxon Education Foun-
dation-was predominantly with participants who taught, worked, and stud-

ied in community colleges in Massachusetts. Our interviewing in Massachu-

setts introduced us to the complaities of teaching in community colleges,

which seem to us to be at the crossroads of egalitarian ideals of opportu-
nity and the realities of social class and hierarchical structure in both high-

er education and American society at large.
In order to continue, expand, and deepen our exploration of the work of

community college faculty, we applied to and received from the National
Institute of Education's Program on Educational Policy and Organization

a two-year research grant: "The Wtirleof Community College Teachers: A

Study Through In-Depth Interviews,'k.Earl Seidman, Principal In-

vestigator and Patrick J. Sullivan, Associatt'Investigator. This grant sup-

ports our building on our Massachusetts research by our interviewing fac-

ulty, staff, and students in community colleges in California and New
York State, as well as additional participants in Massachusetts. Our con-
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tinued research will lead to a report to the National Institute of Education
in June 1983, which we hope will be followed by a book on the work of
community college teachers. For.more information about the researLh for -
In Their Own Words: Working in the Community College and'our on-
going research, contact: Professor Earl Seidman, School of Education,
University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA 01003.

411r

ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior Co Hegel
96 POwell Library building
University ,of California
Los Angeles, California 90024

NOV 2 6 1982
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